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Paris is first and foremost an adventurer, explorer and empath of the human endeavor.  He is forever seeking 
ways to improve the circumstances of others – trying to accomplish this always from their perspective and in their 
context; considering their dreams and aspirations, their nostalgia, culture, conditions and life-experience. 
 
Leveraging these passions and his talents and training, Paris founded XONITEK as an Operations Management 
Consultancy Firm specializing in Operational Excellence (Leadership, Culture Change, Continuous and 
Deliberate Improvement, and Lean / Six-Sigma) – with an emphasis on creating a corporate environment where; 
true transformational change is pervasive and innovation embraced, sustainable results shall be achieved, the 
human condition will be elevated, and the significant benefit to the company for attaining this will be realized. 
 
With a focus on enhancing shareholder value, growing EBITDA and improving the performance and 
conditions of the employees, Paris is regularly sought by companies to help analyze and formulate their 
strategic vision, to design the tactics necessary to achieve their goals, to identify and organize the logistics 
necessary to support the plan, and to lead the execution phase.  He is sought by companies and academia to 
explore and address the challenges and opportunities of today and illuminate and predict those of tomorrow.  He 
is highly valued for his ability to provide strategic analysis and tactical insight leading to effective deployment. 
 
Paris is also the owner of the Operational Excellence Group on Linked-In – now with more than 25,000 
members from around the world – and where all manner of open discussion and opportunities related to the 
improvement in the circumstances of the human endeavor are welcome.  Born of the success of this group and 
seeing a need to take the discussion from cyberspace and making it face-to-face, in 2011, Paris founded the 
“Operational Excellence Society” – now with Chapters around the world – which is committed to professionals 
who are themselves dedicated to the continuous and deliberate improvement of company performance AND the 
circumstances of those who work there – to pursue “Operational Excellence by Design” and not by coincidence. 
 
In addition to his responsibilities as Chairman of the XONITEK Group of Companies; Paris is a thought-leader 
and a prolific writer on all aspects related to the subject of Operational Excellence.  In addition to the publishing 
on his Blog (www.JosephParis.me), in the Operational Excellence Group on Linked-In, and the publishing the 
“Operational Excellence by Design” monthly eNewsletter; he is a routine contributor to “EuroLogistics Magazine” 
based in Poland and the “Lean Management Journal” based in the United Kingdom. 
 
Paris is a routine lecturer for professionals and graduate students. In addition to having been an Adjunct 
Professor at the Johnson School of Management at Cornell University – select Graduate level speaking 
engagements on the application of Operational Excellence include lectures at: the Lally School of Management at 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI); the Watson School of Engineering at Binghamton University; and the 
School of Management at the University at Albany. 
 
He has also delivered keynote addresses internationally including: the Industrial Congress in Monterrey and in 
Puebla, Mexico; the R.V. School of Engineering in Bangalore, India; various venues at the Institute of Industrial 
Engineers (IIE); the International Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering (ISPE) in Frankfurt, Germany; 
EuroLogistics in Warsaw, Poland; the Operational Excellence MENA and Change Management Conferences in 
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates; and a great many others. 
 
Paris currently serves on: the Editorial Board of the Lean Management Journal; the Advisory Board of the 
Systems Science and Industrial Engineering (SSIE) Department at the Watson School of Engineering at 
Binghamton University; and also on the Advisory Board of the Institute of Industrial Engineers (IIE) Process 
Industries Division (PID).  He is a long-time, active member of the Association for Corporate Growth (ACG). 


